
Comic-Based Education & 
Evaluation For Cyber Security

Building a cyber workforce demands new ways to teach, practice, and 
evaluate cyber skills. Branching interactive comics are a great way to
communicate and assess abstract concepts like cyber security.

Comic-BEE lets educators and evaluators rapidly create branching interactive comics 
that convey valuable lessons in cyber security, without need for artists, writers, or 
programmers.

Comic-BEE gives learners the opportunity to make 
decisions and control the flow of the story, so they 
quickly learn the consequences of those decisions.

Comic-BEE’s scoring capability supports evaluation 
and assessment of diverse cyber concepts and skills; 
no computer lab required. Use comics to create your 
own cyber competition on any topic.
Visit our website at www.Comic-BEE.com.



Education, evaluation, assessment, skills practice, competitions...

Education & Practice Evaluation & Assessment
Help learners understand basic 
cyber concepts and strategic thinking 
about cyber risks and tradeoffs

Learn by exploring different outcomes 
in a safe environment

Engaging to all ages and abilities, 
from K-12 to university classrooms, 
beginner to advanced

Workforce education and training, in 
classrooms or at their desk

Repurpose curricular materials, from 
exploratory learning to assessment & 
evaluation

Built-in scoring system for assessment 
of understanding and ability

Track performance and growth 
through continuous evaluation

Assess abilities of potential hires 

Integrates the NICE Framework

Why Comic-BEE?
Low-cost development of curriculum 
and evaluation materials – fast to 
create, and no licensing fees for 
content

Create a full interactive comic in 
days, not weeks

Create and read comics all within 
an HTML5 compliant browser

Comics can be repurposed for 
targeted audiences

Comic-BEE is based on research sponsored by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Science and Technology Directorate, Cyber Security Division (DHS S&T/CSD) via contract 
numbers HSHQDC-14-C-B0019 and HHSP233201600057C.

Stories are great for teaching and assessing diverse cyber security concepts: 
technical skills, strategy, ethics, policy, law, risk management, and more.

*

*Awarded by the National Cyberwatch Center: www.nationalcyberwatch.com/innovations/




